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Summary

Whilst there is an ever increasing amount of openly available spatial-data for teaching and
learning purposes teachers and students often wish to generate their own synthetic spatial

datasets. Such datasets can be used to test algorithms, test software code, assist in
visualisation development, and be used as unseen datasets for student assessment and learning.

We describe the development of a Python-based software tool called RADIAN ((RAnDom
spatIal dAta geNerator)) for generating simple synthetic spatial datasets.
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1 Introduction and motivation

In some teaching and learning scenarios it is often necessary to access randomly-generated or syn-
thetic spatial datasets for student assessment and learning and software or visualisation testing.
Providing students with interesting (spatial) datasets during teaching and learning activities in
classes can be challenging. However, their provision can improve student engagement (Burns and
Chopra, 2016; Dhanorkar et al., 2021) and help address privacy and ethical risks (Berg et al.,
2016) around certain datasets. Generating sample datasets for the classroom from open or public
datasets (Tosadori et al., 2016; Calderini and Harding, 2019) is possible but is often a manual pro-
cess and can be very time consuming (Bart et al., 2017). Being able to generate synthetic datasets
quickly is an attractive requirement particularly in fast-moving and dynamic classroom environ-
ments. Studies have shown that students engage better with teachers and instructors who show
originality and ingenuity in developing their own teaching materials (Anderson et al., 2021; Rao
and Dave, 2019). In this paper we describe the design, development and implementation of a re-
producible Python-based software tool called RADIAN (RAnDom spatIal dAta geNerator). This
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software generates synthetic spatial datasets containing randomly-generated data quickly and eas-
ily without the need for external datasets. RADIAN has been specifically developed for use within
teaching and learning contexts involving spatial data and GIS. RADIAN allows specification of
the characteristics of a synthetic spatial dataset including geographic extent, number of geographic
features, number of attributes per feature, and the specific data types for each attribute.

2 Related Work

Collection, analysis, and visualization of spatial data are essential components of spatial literacy
and spatial thinking (Jarvis, 2011). Iterative and interactive approaches to teaching spatial data
analysis facilitate deeper engagement with concepts (Kedron et al., 2022) while making learning
of spatial data handling techniques interesting and relevant encourages successful student engage-
ment (Welle Donker et al., 2022; Gunderman, 2020). However, as discussed by Bearman et al.
(2016) many GIS modules often spend more time developing the technical skills associated with
using ArcGIS, QGIS and other GIS software, rather than developing theoretical understanding of
spatial problems. Several efforts have been made to create software specifically for spatial data sci-
ence teaching and learning usage. Calderini and Harding (2019) describe GRD in R which provides
students with an custom-tailored data sets for statistical exploration. Mannino and Abouzied (2019)
describe a tool that helps users generate “real-looking synthetic data” by specifying the properties
of the dataset. QGIS provides functionality where randomly generated points can be generated.
For a given spatial extent parameters control minimum spacing between points, total number of
points generated, and so on. Only an ID attributed is generated for each spatial object.

3 RADIAN implementation

RADIAN is implemented in Python and uses all open source Python libraries for spatial data
handling including GeoPandas1, Shapely2, Sklearn3 and geovoronoi4. RADIAN is available as
open source software via GitHub 5 allowing researchers or students to use the tool for their own
synthetic data generation purposes. As input RADIAN accepts a GeoJSON file representing the
outer boundary of the region of interest. All of the parameters for RADIAN can be configured easily
via a JSON file. Upon execution, RADIAN automatically, in a unsupervised fashion, generates
point-based data with the characteristics within the specified boundary. RADIAN uses several
approaches to generate these points including Voronoi-based buffering by localising generation of
points within these Voronoi-polygons (Gold et al., 1996). RADIAN can also choose to generate
points within Voronoi or buffer regions based on the overall area of the local region and distance
from the local or global centroid. The idea here is to avoid simply dividing the geographical space
evenly across the input region and placing random points within these divisions. Readers who
wish to find a full detailed explanation of the methodology behind RADIAN’s data generation are

1https://geopandas.org/en/stable/
2https://shapely.readthedocs.io/en/stable/manual.html
3https://scikit-learn.org/stable/
4https://github.com/WZBSocialScienceCenter/geovoronoi
5https://github.com/paddeaux/msc_rng



referred to the open-access MSc thesis publication available at Gorry and Mooney (2022).

RADIAN outputs the spatial dataset as a GeoJSON file and as a PostgreSQL dump file (suitable
for import directly into a PostgreSQL PostGIS-enabled database). Both of these files can then be
disseminated to students as learning materials or used by the teacher in assessments. The data
generated by RADIAN allows teachers to create datasets that “look” realistic, are appropriately
contextualized for the target student group or activity, and are illustrative of deeper learning con-
cepts (Kim et al., 2018). RADIAN allows specification of attributes having timestamps within
ranges, randomly generated strings of characters, primitive data types and the selection of values
from predefined code-lists of values (stored in CSV files). A seed value can be specified allowing
for greater reproducability in the generated datasets while also allowing students to replicate exact
datasets using the same seed and parameter values. Figure 1 shows (left) the JSON configura-
tion file for RADIAN using a GeoJSON boundary of Glasgow city wards as the outer boundary
of the region of interest. This configuration corresponds directly to Figure 2 for 50 randomly gen-
erated point objects representing fictional smartphone-based online transactions in this region. A
PostgreSQL PostGIS compliant SQL is generated (right of figure 1) where the randomly generated
attribute values are shown in the INSERT statements. Figure 3 shows a similiar synthetic dataset
generated by RADIAN and QGIS. A very similar configuration file is used for RADIAN. QGIS
does not generate any additional attributes for objects and output files must be manually exported
from the QGIS interface. The main difference between the QGIS and RADIAN generated points
is RADIAN’s preference on generating points around clusters without striving to distribute points
evenly within the selected region.

Figure 1: On the left the parameters configuration JSON file for RADIAN is shown related to the output in
Figure 2. On the right the output PostgreSQL PostGIS compliant SQL file is shown for two point objects.
The object attribute values are shown in the INSERT statements

4 Conclusions and future work

We successfully deployed RADIAN within an MSc Postgraduate course on Spatial Databases during
September to December 2022 in Maynooth University. Feedback has been very positive. The key



Figure 2: On the left QGIS generates 50 random points within a polygon boundary of several district wards
around Glasgow, Scotland. The image on the right is produced by RADIAN generating 50 random points
within the same boundary

strengths of RADIAN in this deployment included the ability to generate datasets for classroom
assessment quickly and generating interesting synthetic datasets for teaching key concepts (for
example a synthetic geocoded Instagram-photos dataset for a city in teaching heatmaps and kernel
density estimation). In our full paper presentation at GISRUK 2023 we will outline a number of
interesting and exciting developments around our work on RADIAN including results of a user
survey around the usability and real-world similarity of RADIAN generated datasets and the first
steps towards integration of Artificial Intelligent approaches (such as GANs (Cunningham et al.,
2022)) in the future development of RADIAN.
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Figure 3: On the left QGIS generates 500 random points within a polygon boundary of several district wards
around Glasgow, Scotland. The image on the right is produced by RADIAN generating 500 random points
within the same boundary
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